Teqball continued its busy intercontinental summer, with important diplomatic progress made as teqball appeared as a demonstration sport at several prestigious international events. Teqball tournaments took place in Slovakia, India and Brazil, while para teqball events were hosted in Naples and Rio de Janeiro. Excitingly, FITEQ revealed its qualification system for the upcoming European Games 2023, where teqball will debut as a medal sport.

#WorldIsCurved #StaySafe #StayTeq

FITEQ has published its latest World Ranking with changes in men’s and women’s doubles, as well as mixed doubles.

2022 Open Teqball National Championships took place on 29-31 May in the southern state of Tamil Nadu in India.
FITEQ ANNOUNCES QUALIFICATION SYSTEM FOR EUROPEAN GAMES 2023

FITEQ has announced the qualification system for the teqball competition at the European Games Krakow Malopolska 2023, which takes place from 21 June - 2 July 2023.

GUPTLER AND FONTES CONTINUE THEIR HOT STREAK AT THE RIO DE JANEIRO CHALLENGER

The iconic city of Rio de Janeiro hosted Brazil’s third teqball event of 2022.

INCLUSIVE PARA TEQBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS TAKE PLACE IN RIO DE JANEIRO

Brazil’s first para teqball exhibition event took place on 2 July at the Park Shopping Jacarepaguá in Rio de Janeiro.

THERAPEUTIC USE EXEMPTIONS THE FOCUS OF NEXT ITA WEBINAR

FITEQ encourages all teqball athletes and their entourages to attend the July 2022 instalment of the ITA webinar series.
Para Teqball Training Camp Takes Place in Naples

FITEQ held an introductory para teqball training camp in Naples.

Teqball Shines as Demonstration Sport at Bolivarian Games

The 19th Bolivarian Games, a prestigious multi-sport event open to South American athletes, was held in Valledupar in Columbia.

Teqball Showcase Engages Energetic Crowd at Mediterranean Games Oran 2022

Teqball featured as a demonstration sport at the Mediterranean Games 2022.

FITEQ Hosts Training Camp for Young Teqers in Budapest

FITEQ hosted a training camp for the Hungarian national junior teqball team at the FITEQ headquarters in Budapest.
TEQBALL FEATURES AT THE EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY GAMES IN POLAND

The European University Games 2022, an elite multisport event for students, is taking place in Lodz, Poland, from 17-30 July. This year event featured teqball as a demonstration sport.

GRECO BECOMES TRIPLE CHAMP IN BRATISLAVA

Slovakia hosted its first international teqball tournament with the action taking place in the nation’s capital of Bratislava.